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Bobby “Leather Lungs” Lucas- Vocals (Attacker, ex-Seven Witches, ex-Exhibition)
John “Kong” Bunucci- Bass, Backing Vocals
Mark “M.E.” Edwards- Flying V, Backing Vocals
Dave Wrenn- Drums

OVERLORDE was formed in 1985 by John "Kong" Bunucci (Bass & Lead Vocals) and Mark "M.E." Edwards (Guitar &
Backing Vocals). Dave Wrenn (Drums & Backing Vocals) joined shortly thereafter and this power metal band played its first
show at the SHOWPLACE in Dover, NJ that November. The band concentrated on originals from the start, with Kong handling
the lead vocals along with bass guitar. They were joined by vocalist Pat O'Donnell in early 1986, who then took over the lead
vocal role from Kong.
OVERLORDE recorded and released a 5 -song vinyl EP in 1987 on their own label, STRIKE ZONE RECORDS. Recorded at
Fox Studios in East Rutherford, NJ (the same studio where HADES recorded its first album), the EP borrowed QUEEN's
concept from their Queen II album. It featured a SIDE BLACK and SIDE WHITE. Three studio songs were on SIDE BLACK :
“Snow Giant”, “The Masque of the Red Death” (based on the Edgar Allen Poe story), and “Overlorde”. SIDE WHITE included
two live cuts, “The Longest Day” (based on the Cornelius Ryan novel about D-Day) and “Time Machine” (based on the H.G.
Wells novel).
The EP received praise in publications like VARIETY, KERRANG!!!, METAL RENDEZVOUS, POWERLINE, the AQUARIAN,
and the EAST COAST ROCKER, and received airplay on metal radio such as WSOU and WDHA . However, Pat and the band
parted ways near the end of 1987, and Rod Tyler Loiza (ex- SYMPHONY X) took over the vocal duties in 1988.
A new demo was begun, and members of the band attended the 1988 CMJ convention in NYC. While at the event,
OVERLORDE was interviewed for West German TV. But the group disbanded late that year after only a few shows with Rod
and before the demo could be fully completed.
OVERLORDE experienced a revival of sorts in Europe during the 90’s, specifically in Greece and Germany. This as the EP
garnered cult status as one of the best U.S. Power Metal releases of the 80’s, prompting the band to reunite in 2000.
The three founding members created a true “metal merger” when the vocal spot was filled in September 2000 by former
Massacre Records recording artist Bobby "Leather Lungs" Lucas (ATTACKER, ex-SEVEN WITCHES, ex-EXHIBITION).
Together they went on to sign with Greece’s SONIC AGE RECORDS and released RETURN OF THE SNOW GIANT, a full
length international release that was acclaimed as one of the best of 2004/2005. The CD was recorded at Trax East in South
River, NJ, and had distribution in multiple countries including TWILIGHT in Germany.
The band performed at KEEP IT TRUE IV in Germany in April 2005. Four of their songs appear on the official festival DVD.
Their song SNOW GIANT was also featured on an extreme snowmobiling DVD release titled ALTITUDE SICKNESS: INTO
THIN AIR and the video single for the song was created by the film’s director, Spencer Lancaster.
While the CD garnered great critical success, conditions were not favorable for a follow up CD with Sonic Age Records before
expiration of their contract January 1st 2009. Overlorde looks forward to obtaining a new record label or self-releasing. Writing
and demo recording for the next album kicked into high gear in 2013. Either way, Overlorde plans to unleash a kick ass follow
up in the true Overlorde style in 2014!
Visit the www.overlorde.com to hear Overlorde. The first two songs in the music player are free, broadcast quality MP3
downloads.
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